Earth Science Budget:
FY16 Request/FY15 Appropriation
Overall Budget Summary

• ESD budget increases significantly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY15</th>
<th>FY16</th>
<th>FY17</th>
<th>FY18</th>
<th>FY19</th>
<th>FY20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY16</td>
<td>1.730</td>
<td>1.894</td>
<td>1.913</td>
<td>1.932</td>
<td>1.952</td>
<td>1.971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• NASA now has mandate for additional long-term measurements for the nation:
  – Altimetry after Jason-3
  – Solar Irradiance, Ozone Profile, Earth Radiation Budget all starting in FY16
  – Sustainable Land Imaging Program (w/USGS; NASA funds flight hardware):
    – TIR-FFD (2019)
    – Upgraded Landsat-9 (2023)
    – Focused technology development to inform designs of Landsat-10+
  – Continued development and launch of: SAGE-III/ISS, ECOSTRESS/ISS, GEDI/ISS, CYGNSS, TEMPO, GRACE-FO, ICESat-2, SWOT, NISAR, PACE
  – Continue Venture Class on schedule with full funding
  – OCO-3 completion and flight to ISS in late 2017
  – CLARREO Technology Demonstration instruments on ISS - development and flight in late 2019 (2 instruments, Reflected Solar/HySICS and IR Pathfinder)
Earth Venture Suborbital -2

**Atmospheric Tomography Experiment (ATom) – Harvard University (Steve Wofsy)**
This investigation will study the impact of human-produced air pollution on certain greenhouse gases and aerosols. Airborne instruments will look at how atmospheric chemistry is transformed by various air pollutants and at the impact on methane and ozone which affect climate. Flights aboard NASA’s DC-8 will originate from the Armstrong Flight Research Center in Palmdale, California, fly north to the western Arctic, south to the South Pacific, east to the Atlantic, north to Greenland, and return to California across central North America.

**North Atlantic Aerosols and Marine Ecosystems Study (NAAMES) – Oregon State U. (Mike Behrenfeld)**
This investigation will improve predictions of how ocean ecosystems would change with ocean warming. The mission will study the annual life cycle of phytoplankton and the impact small airborne particles derived from marine organisms have on climate in the North Atlantic. The large annual phytoplankton bloom in this region may influence the Earth’s energy budget. Research flights by NASA’s C-130 aircraft from Wallops Flight Facility, Virginia, will be coordinated with a University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System (UNOLS) research vessel.

**Atmospheric Carbon and Transport – America – Penn State University (Kenneth Davis)**
This investigation will quantify the sources of regional carbon dioxide, methane and other gases, and document how weather systems transport these gases in the atmosphere. The research goal is to improve identification and predictions of carbon dioxide and methane sources and sinks using spaceborne, airborne and ground-based data over the eastern United States. Research flights will use NASA’s C-130 from Wallops and the UC-12 from Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia.

**ObseRvations of Aerosols Above Clouds and Their IntEracQonS (ORACLES) – ARC (Jens Redemann)**
ORACLES will probe how smoke particles from massive biomass burning in Africa influences cloud cover over the Atlantic. Particles from this seasonal burning that are lofted into the mid-troposphere and transported westward over the southeast Atlantic interact with permanent stratocumulus “climate radiators,” which are critical to the regional and global climate system. NASA aircraft, including a Wallops P-3 and an Armstrong ER-2, will be used to conduct the investigation flying out of Walvis Bay, Namibia.

**Oceans Melting Greenland (OMG) – JPL (Josh Willis)**
The objective of OMG is to investigate the role of warmer saltier Atlantic subsurface waters in Greenland glacier melting. The study will help pave the way for improved estimates of future sea level rise by observing changes in glacier melting where ice contacts seawater. Measurements of the ocean bottom as well as seawater properties around Greenland will be taken from ships and the air using several aircraft including a NASA S-3 from Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio, and Gulfstream III from Armstrong.

*Note: EV-1: ATTREX and DISCOVER-AQ are wrapping up*
Missions in Development - PACE

Pre-Aerosol, Cloud, and ocean Ecosystem (PACE) is an ocean color, aerosol, and cloud mission identified in the 2010 report “Responding to the Challenge of Climate and Environmental Change: NASA’s Plan for a Climate-Centric Architecture for Earth Observations and Applications from Space Science”.

Science Objectives
• **Primary:** Understand and quantify global ocean biogeochemical cycling and ecosystem function in response to anthropogenic and natural environmental variability and change: ocean color sensor
• Extend key Earth system data records on global ocean ecology, biogeochemistry, clouds, and aerosols (expanded ocean color sensor similar to MODIS)
• **Secondary:** Understand and resolve/quantify the role of aerosols and clouds in physical climate (the largest uncertainty): polarimeter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>8705.4 Payload Risk Class C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Launch</td>
<td>2022/2023, budget and profile driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbit</td>
<td>97° inclination; ~650 km altitude; sun synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload</td>
<td>Ocean color instrument; potential for a polarimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCC</td>
<td>$805M Cost Cap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next Decadal Survey – Early 2017

Realities:

• Decadal Survey recommendations are not binding
  • Given the importance of earth observations from space, the administration and congress have influence as well
  • NASA ESD has been directed to implement sustained measurements in support of NOAA and USGS; the direction is somewhat ambiguous.

• ESD budget will likely not increase substantially, a decrease is possible.

• Satellite mission costs and schedules are predefined/controlled in a “capped” program (e.g., EVI & EVM)

• Directed missions to NASA centers are essential to the agency, however, it may be possible to cost cap a directed mission

• Earth Venture is now an integral part of ESD

• Named-mission backlog from 1st Decadal Survey is substantial
Desired Inputs from Decadal Survey

Contents:

• Recommend balance between Flight and non-Flight
• Recommend balance between R&A, Applied Science, and Technology development (and support activities: aircraft, data centers, high performance computing)
• Recommend balance between systematic/directed and openly competed missions
  • Maximum mission cost?
  • Add EVM or EVI with different cost caps?
  • Coordinated flying policy?
• Recommend range of mission architectures
  • Common spacecraft
  • Small sats?
• Recommend balance between new measurements and continuing time series
  • No R2O
  • How to account for international missions?
• Address named missions from 1st Decadal Survey
What about the NASA Authorization budget with the House?

• Quick answer: Who knows!!
  – I certainly don’t.

• The Senate hasn’t weighed in yet (though Senator Cruz will be involved).

• Authorization is NOT Appropriation.

• This will certainly be dramatic getting ANY budgets passed THIS year.
  – It probably won’t be pretty (KJ interpretation).

• No clue what this will mean for CLARREO.
Questions?